INTRODUCTION
============

Monopolar spindle 1 (Mps1) is required for the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), which inhibits exit from mitosis in the presence of misaligned chromosomes ([@B64]). Moreover, Mps1 also contributes in a SAC-independent manner to the correction of initial erroneous chromosome attachments to the spindle during prometaphase ([@B45]; [@B62]; [@B43]; [@B35]; [@B74]; [@B83]).

The mechanistic details of how Mps1 functions in mitotic regulation are complex and still poorly understood. The intracellular localization of Mps1 is highly dynamic ([@B25]; [@B86]; [@B54]; [@B24]; [@B38]; [@B44]; [@B100]). During interphase Mps1 resides primarily in the cytosol, with some enrichment on centrosomes and on the nuclear envelope becoming apparent in late G2. During prometaphase, a fraction of Mps1 accumulates rapidly and strongly on unattached kinetochores, with a residence time of only a few seconds ([@B38]; [@B44]). Attachment to the spindle correlates with disappearance of Mps1 from the kinetochore.

The high local concentration of Mps1 on unattached kinetochores makes a crucial contribution to SAC activation. It is likely to stimulate Mps1 kinase activity via Mps1--Mps1 protein interactions ([@B35]) and autophosphorylation ([@B46]; [@B61]; [@B42]; [@B18]). Apart from Mps1 itself, some additional proteins involved in kinetochore attachment and SAC function (like borealin, BubR1, Cenp-E, Dam1, Mad1, Mad2, and Ndc80) have been shown to be Mps1 kinase substrates ([@B33]; [@B80]; [@B21]; [@B39]; [@B43]; [@B47]; [@B102]). Mps1 kinase activity is also known to regulate accumulation of the SAC components Mad1 and Mad2 at unattached kinetochores ([@B1]; [@B60]; [@B54]; [@B91]; [@B35]; [@B50]; [@B57]; [@B74]; [@B83]). Moreover, Mps1 activity at the kinetochore has been proposed to stimulate Mad1-dependent conformational change of Mad2 from an open to a closed form ([@B35]; [@B58]) that is crucial for inhibition of the Cdc20-anaphase--promoting complex/cyclosome (Cdc20-APC/C; [@B56]; [@B81]; [@B14]; [@B59]; [@B23]), the ubiquitin ligase that controls anaphase onset.

Besides accumulation at unattached kinetochores, subsequent removal of Mps1 after correct spindle attachment appears to be important. Expression of Mps1 variants fused to protein domains enforcing persistent localization to kinetochores even after correct bipolar attachment to the spindle was shown to prevent timely SAC silencing and anaphase onset in both human cells and fission yeast ([@B44]; [@B40]). Finally, Mps1 has also been proposed to act in the cytosol, where it promotes the formation of Cdc20-inhibitory complexes, including the SAC component BubR1 ([@B57]).

The molecular mechanisms controlling Mps1 kinetochore recruitment remain unclear. For example, some studies argued that Mps1\'s kinase activity is required for recruitment ([@B99]; [@B11]), whereas others found that kinase activity stimulates its release from the kinetochore ([@B35]; [@B44]). The N-terminal region of human Mps1 is required for kinetochore localization, and the kinetochore protein Ndc80/Hec1 is clearly required for Mps1 accumulation at kinetochores ([@B60]; [@B76]). In budding yeast, Mps1 binds directly to Ndc80 ([@B47]), but the corresponding interaction has not been observed in animal cells. Aurora B might stimulate the Ndc80--Mps1 interaction, as this kinase is required for recruitment of normal levels of Mps1 to kinetochores and its activity phosphorylates Ndc80 ([@B6]; [@B16]; [@B9]), presumably in particular at unattached kinetochores that do not experience physical tension ([@B53]; [@B96]). Mps1 disappearance after bipolar attachment of chromosomes to the spindle might therefore reflect reduced Ndc80 phosphorylation by Aurora B. Mps1 disappearance after kinetochore attachment presumably depends on additional pathways. After attachment, Mps1 is transported along kinetochore microtubules away from kinetochores like other SAC components ([@B69]). This shedding of SAC components from the kinetochore is known to be dynein dependent ([@B37]; [@B97]). Moreover, in budding yeast, APC/C-dependent proteolytic degradation of Mps1 during exit from mitosis prevents SAC reactivation ([@B68]). Similarly, Mps1 degradation during exit from mitosis has also been implicated in mammalian cells ([@B12]).

Here we characterize Mps1 function in *Drosophila melanogaster*. As revealed by our initial analyses ([@B24]), *Drosophila Mps1* is essential for SAC function. In addition, it appears to have SAC-independent functions, since the phenotype caused by *Mps1-*null mutations is more severe than that of *mad2*-null and *bubR1^KEN^* mutants. These last-named mutants clearly revealed that the SAC is not required for development into fertile adults in *Drosophila* ([@B4]; [@B73]). Far fewer *Mps1*-null mutants develop into adults. Adult *Mps1* mutant females missegregate chromosomes during meiosis ([@B29], [@B28]). In fact, the first *Mps1* allele to be isolated is *altered disjunction^1^* (*ald^1^*), which results in chromosome missegregation during meiosis I ([@B65]). Here we focus on mitotic functions. Using transgenic strains allowing expression of wild-type and mutant Mps1 versions in different genetic backgrounds, we analyze functional domains and reveal a novel SAC-independent role in the control of sister chromatid separation.

RESULTS
=======

Kinase activity of *Drosophila* Mps1 is dispensable for self-association but required for kinetochore localization
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In vivo imaging of a fully functional enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)--Mps1 protein during the syncytial mitoses of early embryogenesis indicated that *Drosophila* Mps1 is localized to the kinetochore but only during the early mitotic stages, when the SAC is known to be active ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B24]). We observed that the C-terminal kinase domain (amino acids 325--630) but not the N-terminal regulatory region (amino acids 1--332) localizes at kinetochores after expression of EGFP fusion proteins from transgenes under control of the normal *Mps1 cis*-regulatory region ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the opposite behavior has been reported for the corresponding regions of human Mps1 ([@B54]; [@B85]). However, consistent with the observations in human cells, a kinase-dead version (Mps1^kd^, i.e., Mps1^D478A^) tagged with EGFP displayed normal kinetochore localization ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Localization and self-interaction of wild-type and mutant Mps1. (A) Mitotic figures from a mitotic wave in a syncytial-stage *Drosophila* embryo expressing EGFP-Mps1 and the centromere protein Cenp-C-mRFP after fixation and DNA labeling reveal peak levels of Mps1 at kinetochores during prometaphase (left), followed by disappearance from the kinetochore during progression into anaphase (right). EGFP-Mps1 is also detectable on centrosomes and weakly on the spindle. (B) Prometaphase figures from syncytial *Mps1^+^* embryos expressing the following EGFP-tagged Mps1 variants: wild-type (wt), N-terminal regulatory domain (N), C-terminal kinase domain (C), and kinase-dead Mps1^kd^ (kd). Arrowheads indicate kinetochore localization. (C) Larval extracts were used for immunoprecipitation with anti-EGFP after coexpression of an EGFP- and a myc-tagged Mps1 variant during a developmental stage with minimal endogenous Mps1 expression. Immunoblotting of extracts (I) and immunoprecipitates (IP) with anti-EGFP and anti-myc revealed coimmunoprecipitation of the tagged variants. Anti-EGFP does not coimmunoprecipitate myc-Mps1^kd^ from extracts of larvae expressing EGFP only instead of EGFP-Mps1, indicating the specificity of the Mps1 self-interaction. Loading was 1 and 15 larvae equivalents in I and IP lanes, respectively. (D) Prometaphase figures from syncytial *Mps1^−^* embryos expressing the EGFP-tagged Mps1 variants described in B. Arrowheads indicate kinetochore localization. In the case of EGFP-Mps1^kd^, some residual kinetochore localization is only apparent after contrast enhancement (rightmost panels at higher magnification). Bars, 5 μm.](2275fig1){#F1}

For the interpretation of kinetochore localization of mutant Mps1 versions, it is important to consider the role of endogenous wild-type Mps1. Human myc-Mps1 and GFP-Mps1 can be coimmunoprecipitated ([@B35]), and additional evidence clearly supports Mps1--Mps1 interactions ([@B32]; [@B51]). Kinetochore localization of mutant Mps1 versions expressed in the presence of endogenous wild-type Mps1 might therefore reflect recruitment by the latter instead of binding to a distinct kinetochore-docking site. To determine whether *Drosophila* Mps1 also interacts in-*trans* with itself, we coexpressed myc-Mps1 and GFP-Mps1 in *Drosophila* S2R^+^ cells, followed by an analysis of coimmunoprecipitation (Supplemental Figure S1). These experiments clearly confirmed that *Drosophila* Mps1 dimerizes like human Mps1. Moreover, the C-terminal kinase domain but not the N-terminal regulatory region was found to associate with full-length Mps1 (Supplemental Figure S1). To determine whether kinase activity is required for this self-interaction in-*trans*, we coexpressed Mps1^kd^ versions tagged with myc and GFP. These Mps1^kd^ versions were ectopically expressed during larval stages where only a minor fraction of cells proliferate mitotically and express endogenous Mps1^+^ (Supplemental Figure S2A). The Mps1^kd^ versions expressed from heat-inducible transgenes were found to be coimmunoprecipitated with efficiency similar to that of wild-type Mps1 ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude, therefore, that Mps1 protein kinase activity is not required for self-interaction in-*trans*.

On the basis of the observed self-interaction properties, it is possible that the localization of the C-terminal kinase domain of Mps1 and Mps1^kd^ to the kinetochore in wild-type embryos ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) might reflect recruitment by endogenous Mps1. Moreover, Mps1 kinase activity has been implicated in the control of Mps1 kinetochore localization, although with some puzzling disagreement concerning the direction of its effect ([@B99]; [@B11]; [@B35]; [@B44]). To evaluate whether endogenous wild-type Mps1 is required for the observed kinetochore localization of the mutant Mps1 versions, we expressed them in mutant embryos obtained from females with *Mps1^aldB4^* germline clones. The *Mps1^aldB4^* mutation results in a premature stop after the first 47 amino acids ([@B67]). Neither the N- nor the C-terminal Mps1 fragment localized to kinetochores in the *Mps1^aldB4^*-mutant background ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), even though these fragments were clearly expressed (Supplemental Figure S2B). In case of Mps1^kd^, kinetochore signals were dramatically decreased ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of signal intensities revealed a reduction of Mps1^kd^ at prometaphase kinetochores to 2.5% when compared with wild-type Mps1 expressed analogously in the *Mps1^aldB4^*-mutant background (698 arbitrary units \[a.u.\] ± 71, n = 25, for Mps1, vs. 17 a.u. ± 5, n = 26, for Mps1^kd^). We conclude, therefore, that Mps1 kinase activity is required for kinetochore localization in *Drosophila*, in contrast to recent observations in mammalian cells ([@B35]; [@B44]; see *Discussion*). In case of the C-terminal domain of *Drosophila* Mps1, we cannot resolve whether its kinetochore localization in wild-type but not mutant background depends on recruitment by endogenous Mps1 or on Mps1 kinase activity.

Apart from kinetochore localization, the EGFP fusions of *Drosophila* Mps1, Mps1^kd^, and Mps1^C^ (but not Mps1^N^) were also detected at the centrosome throughout mitosis after expression in an *Mps1^+^* background ([Figure 1, A and B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the *Mps1^aldB4^*-mutant background, only EGFP-Mps1 was detected at centrosomes ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Mps1--Mad1 interactions
-----------------------

In an attempt to identify the elusive kinetochore component that provides the docking site for Mps1, proteins coimmunoprecipitated by EGFP-Mps1 were characterized by mass spectrometry. Apart from Mps1, we detected a number of highly abundant cellular proteins, reflecting nonspecific associations in all likelihood, and also Mad1/TXBP181-like (unpublished data). Immunoprecipitation (IP) Western experiments clearly confirmed the specificity of the Mps1--Mad1 interaction, which has also been observed in human cells ([@B52]). From extracts of transgenic embryos, Mad1-GFP pulled down not only Mad2, as expected ([@B7]; [@B81]), but also Mps1 ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). CoIP of Mps1 and Mad1-GFP was also observed after IP with anti-Mps1 instead of anti-GFP (unpublished data). Moreover, both the N- and the C-terminal domains of Mps1 were able to coimmunoprecipitate mCherry-Mad1, although less efficiently than full-length Mps1 and Mps1^kd^ ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mps1--Mad1 interaction and kinetochore localization dependences. (A) Extracts from embryos expressing either Mad1-GFP or GFP only were used for immunoprecipitation with anti-EGFP. Immunoblotting of extracts (I) and immunoprecipitates (IP) with anti-EGFP, anti-Mps1, and anti-Mad2 revealed that Mps1 and Mad2 are coimmunoprecipitated specifically with Mad1-EGFP. Loading was 30 and 925 embryo equivalents in I and IP lanes, respectively. The position of molecular weight markers is indicated on the left. A cross-reaction of anti-Mps1 is marked with an asterisk. (B) Extracts from embryos expressing mCherry-Mad1 and EGFP-tagged wild-type (wt), kinase-dead (kd), N-terminal (N), or C-terminal domain (C) of Mps1 were used for immunoprecipitation with anti-EGFP. Immunoblotting of extracts (I) and immunoprecipitates (IP) with anti-EGFP (EGFP) and anti-mCherry (mCherry-Mad1) indicated that all of the Mps1 variants associate with Mad1, although with reduced efficiency in case of the N- and C-terminal domains. However, even less mCherry-Mad1 was coimmunoprecipitated when EGFP only instead of an Mps1 fusion was expressed. Loading was 30 and 300 embryo equivalents in I and IP lanes, respectively. (C) Kinetochore localization of EGFP-Mps1 during prometaphase was analyzed in syncytial embryos from mothers that were wild type (*wt*), *mad1^−^*, or *mad2^−^*. (D) Kinetochore localization of Mad1-GFP during prometaphase was analyzed in syncytial embryos from mothers that were wild type (*wt*), *Mps1^−^*, or *mad2^−^* (only in the germline in case of *Mps1*). Bars, 10 μm (C, D) . Arrowheads indicate kinetochore signals. Kinetochore signals were quantified (bar diagrams) using arbitrary units with error bars representing SD. Brackets indicate statistically significant differences (*t* test) with \*\*p \< 0.01 and \*\*\*p \< 0.001.](2275fig2){#F2}

To determine whether Mad1 is required for Mps1 localization to kinetochores, we expressed EGFP-Mps1 in *mad1^1^*/*Df(mad1)* mutants ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These mutants, which are viable and fertile, do not express Mad1 protein ([@B20]). Loss of Mad1 resulted in a limited but significant decrease of EGFP-Mps1 on kinetochores according to our quantification during prometaphase of syncytial blastoderm mitoses ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, Mad1-GFP signals on kinetochores were found to be even more strongly dependent on the presence of Mps1. Apart from a weak, diffuse signal throughout the chromosome region, dot-like kinetochore signals were no longer apparent ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Although most reports from vertebrate cells clearly revealed a strong dependence of Mad1 kinetochore localization on both the presence and activity of Mps1 ([@B1]; [@B60]; [@B54]; [@B93]; [@B98]; [@B101]; [@B43]; [@B91]; [@B35]; [@B50]; [@B57]; [@B74]; [@B83]), quantitative data have not been published to our knowledge. Moreover, the partial dependence of Mps1 kinetochore localization on Mad1 in *Drosophila* embryos indicates that the Mps1--Mad1 interactions are not strictly hierarchical, and the partial reduction of both EGFP-Mps1 and EGFP-Mad1 on kinetochores in *mad2* mutants further emphasizes the complexity of the Mps1--Mad1--Mad2 interdependences.

Level and phosphorylation of Mps1 during progression through mitosis
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The observed dependence of Mps1 kinetochore localization on Mad1 is relatively minor and unlikely to explain Mps1 localization dynamics during mitosis. However, APC/C-mediated degradation of Mps1 during exit from mitosis has been implicated in Mps1 regulation in yeast and human cells ([@B68]; [@B12]). To analyze the total levels of *Drosophila* Mps1 during progression through mitosis, we applied a highly efficient synchronization procedure, including microscopic isolation of embryos in precisely defined mitotic stages. Immunoblotting did not reveal a difference in Mps1 levels before and after the metaphase-to-anaphase transition, whereas cyclin B amounts decreased dramatically, as expected ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude, therefore, that disappearance of *Drosophila* Mps1 from kinetochores during exit from mitosis does not reflect overall degradation, as also suggested by similar, although less accurately staged analyses from vertebrates ([@B86]; [@B54]; [@B31]; [@B88]).

![Mps1 stability and phosphorylation during mitosis. Progression through a synchronous mitosis 14 was induced in embryos. Extracts from microscopically selected embryos before mitosis (I14), in prophase and metaphase (P/M), in anaphase and telophase (A/T), and in the subsequent interphase (I15) were analyzed by immunoblotting with antibodies against Mps1, cyclin B, and α-tubulin (loading control) indicating that Mps1 levels do not decrease significantly during exit from mitosis. (B) Extracts from syncytial embryos in mitosis (M) or interphase (I) with (+) or without (--) pretreatment using λ-phosphatase (λ-PPase) and phosphatase inhibitors (inh.) for the indicated times were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-Mps1 and anti--α-tubulin. (C) Extracts from *Mps1*-mutant embryos expressing EGFP-tagged wild-type (wt), kinase-dead (kd), or N-terminal domain (N) of Mps1 in interphase (I) or mitosis (M) were resolved on Phos-tag gels and analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-EGFP. (D) Extracts from microscopically selected syncytial embryos in interphase (I), prometaphase (PM), metaphase (M), anaphase (A), and telophase (T) were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-Mps1. Open and filled arrowheads in A--D indicate phosphorylated low- and high-mobility forms of Mps1, respectively. A cross-reaction of anti-Mps1 is marked with an asterisk. Positions of molecular weight markers are indicated on the right.](2275fig3){#F3}

Immunoblotting with anti-Mps1 revealed multiple isoforms in embryo extracts ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that *Drosophila* Mps1 is a phosphoprotein as previously observed in other organisms ([@B86]; [@B31]; [@B68]; [@B101]). Phosphatase treatment converted the isoforms with low electrophoretic mobility, which were predominant in M phase, into a faster-migrating species ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating that *Drosophila* Mps1 is hyperphosphorylated during mitosis. The corresponding phosphorylation sites are present in the N-terminal region, since only the N- but not the C-terminal region displayed decreased electrophoretic mobility during mitosis (unpublished data).

Autophosphorylation of human Mps1 is known to be required for full kinase activity and SAC function in vivo ([@B46]; [@B61]; [@B43]; [@B95]). To evaluate whether the observed hyperphosphorylation of *Drosophila* Mps1 reflects autophosphorylation, we expressed different EGFP-Mps1 variants in an *Mps1*-null mutant background and compared their electrophoretic mobility in interphase and mitosis after resolution of extracts on Phos-tag gels ([@B48]). EGFP-Mps1^kd^ and the N-terminal Mps1 region displayed a mobility shift in M phase similar to that of the wild-type version (EGFP-Mps1; [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore we conclude that protein kinases other than Mps1 are involved in mitotic hyperphosphorylation of Mps1.

Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) phosphorylates Mps1 in *Xenopus*, allowing kinetochore localization of Mps1 and other checkpoint proteins ([@B101]). To analyze whether mitotic Mps1 hyperphosphorylation in *Drosophila* is temporally correlated with its localization on the kinetochore, we performed immunoblotting with extracts prepared from microscopically staged syncytial embryos, where thousands of nuclei progress synchronously through mitosis. In this manner, hyperphosphorylation was found to perdure to late mitotic stages ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) when Mps1 is no longer detected on kinetochores and the SAC is inactive. We conclude that the mitotic phosphorylation that causes the Mps1 electrophoretic mobility shift is unlikely to be sufficient for Mps1 kinetochore localization and SAC activation.

Precise control of Mps1 localization and level is crucial for normal mitosis
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the molecular basis for the disappearance of Mps1 from kinetochores during metaphase is not understood in detail, elegant experiments in human cells recently demonstrated that this process is crucial for SAC silencing and progression from metaphase into anaphase ([@B44]). In these experiments, the normal disappearance of Mps1 from kinetochores was prevented by expression of an Mps1 variant fused to Mis12, a kinetochore component that is present throughout mitosis. Recently similar experiments with an Mps1 variant fused to Ndc80 kinetochore protein were performed in fission yeast ([@B40]). In independently initiated work, we applied the same experimental strategy, although with different constitutive kinetochore targeting domains. We fused the C-terminal domain of *Drosophila* Cenp-C, which is sufficient for kinetochore localization ([@B34]), and EGFP to Mps1. Apart from this EGFP-CenpC^C^-Mps1 fusion (EC-Mps1), we also expressed a kinase-dead variant (EC-Mps1^kd^) during interphase 14 of *Drosophila* embryogenesis (using the UAS/GAL4 system). When EC-Mps1^kd^ was expressed, we did not observe abnormalities during progression through the subsequent mitosis 14 ([Figure 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, we emphasize that anaphase and telophase figures were normal, that is, without chromatin bridges. Of importance, GFP but not anti-BubR1 signals were clearly detected at kinetochores during these late mitotic stages, indicating that at least a fraction of EC-Mps1^kd^ indeed persists at the kinetochore throughout mitosis, as expected ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This localized fraction is evidently not sufficiently abundant to outcompete endogenous Cenp-C to an extent incompatible with normal mitosis. However, 10-fold-higher expression levels, as determined by quantitative immunoblotting, of only the EC part without Mps1 resulted in mitotic defects, as expected from a dominant-negative effect on Cenp-C (unpublished data; [@B34]).

![Mitotic defects caused by alterations in localization and level of Mps1. The UAS/GAL4 system was used for expression of Mps1 variants in embryos before mitosis 14. (A, B) Embryos were fixed at the stage of mitosis 14. The epidermal regions with mitotic domain 10 ([@B26]) are displayed after labeling with anti-α-tubulin (α-tub, A), anti-BubR1 (BubR1, B), and a DNA stain (DNA, A and B). As in control embryos without a *UAS* transgene (w/o *UAS*), progression through mitosis 14 was normal after expression of kinase-dead *EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1^kd^* (*EC-Mps1^kd^*), which localizes to kinetochores beyond metaphase, as indicated by EGFP signals on kinetochores in anaphase (arrowhead in B). However, chromosome segregation defects during completion of mitosis were apparent after expression of *EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1* (*EC-Mps1*), as revealed by DNA bridges with EGFP signals in anaphase and telophase figures (arrow in B). Whereas a strong delay in metaphase was observed after overexpression of *EGFP-Mps1* (*E-Mps1*), progression through mitosis 14 was normal after overexpression of *EGFP-Mps1^kd^* (*E-Mps1^kd^*). Bars, 10 μm. (C, D) Expression levels of the Mps1 variants at the stage analyzed in A and B were determined by quantitative immunoblotting with antibodies against Mps1, EGFP, and lamin as loading control. Serial dilutions of embryo extracts were loaded with numbers representing embryo equivalents. (C) Compared to Mps1 in wild-type embryos (*wt*), EGFP-Mps1 (*E-Mps1*) levels were approximately fivefold higher. (D) Compared to EGFP-Mps1, EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1 (*EC-Mps1*) levels were ∼10-fold lower. A cross-reaction of anti-Mps1 is marked with an asterisk. The positions of wild-type Mps1 and EGFP fusions are indicated by open and filled arrowheads, respectively.](2275fig4){#F4}

In contrast to EC-Mps1^kd^, expression of EC-Mps1 caused severe mitotic defects ([Figure 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, however, EC-Mps1 did not cause an extended mitotic delay or arrest in metaphase, as predicted if persistent SAC activation was induced. Prophase and metaphase figures were normal in number and appearance. In contrast, cells in anaphase, telophase, and early in the next interphase displayed chromatin bridges ([Figure 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Centromeric EC-Mps1 signals were observed near these bridges ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a failure of sister kinetochore segregation to spindle poles.

The chromosome segregation defects were obtained after EC-Mps1 expression in embryos with endogenous Mps1. An overall increase in Mps1 levels rather than persistent kinetochore localization might therefore explain the observed defects. To analyze whether excess Mps1 causes mitotic defects, we expressed E-Mps1 (lacking the Cenp-C^C^ localization domain) on top of endogenous Mps1. Strikingly, this resulted in a pronounced mitotic delay during metaphase, as evidenced by a strong enrichment of metaphase figures in fixed embryos ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). On the one hand, this result was unexpected. Metaphase delays were not observed in our earlier experiments with *Drosophila* strains having extra *Mps1^+^* gene copies ([@B24]). Similarly, *Mps1/Ttk* overexpression in mammalian cells does not result in mitotic delays ([@B86]; [@B46]). On the other hand, *MPS1* overexpression in budding yeast is clearly sufficient for SAC activation and mitotic arrest ([@B33]). The overexpression applied here resulted in E-Mps1 levels that were about fivefold higher than those of endogenous Mps1 ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Threefold instead of fivefold excess obtained with a weaker transgene insertion was insufficient to cause the same strong metaphase delays (Supplemental Figure S3).

High levels of E-Mps1^kd^ expression did not result in metaphase enrichment or other mitotic defects ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S3), indicating that the metaphase delay caused by high levels of E-Mps1 depends on Mps1 kinase activity. Our quantitative immunoblotting experiments also showed that the expression level of EC-Mps1 was below the E-Mps1 level that caused a metaphase delay ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that EC-Mps1 is a relatively unstable variant.

Kinetochore levels observed after EC-Mps1 and E-Mps1 overexpression were quantified microscopically (Supplemental Figure S4). E-Mps1 kinetochore levels were found to be approximately twofold increased in prometaphase. The overwhelming majority of metaphase cells had such high levels of overexpressed E-Mps1 at kinetochores. In contrast, without overexpression E-Mps1 signals disappear rapidly from kinetochores during metaphase. In anaphase cells, E-Mps1 was no longer detectable on kinetochores even after overexpression. Overexpression of EC-Mps1 resulted in a more limited increase at kinetochores in prometaphase (∼1.8-fold), but these kinetochore signals were largely maintained during exit from mitosis (70% of prometaphase signal intensity during anaphase/telophase).

In summary, EC-Mps1, which persists at kinetochores throughout mitosis, caused chromosome segregation defects (but not a substantial metaphase delay) at an expression level comparable to that of endogenous wild-type Mps1, whereas E-Mps1 resulted in a different mitotic abnormality, that is, a strong metaphase delay, but only after approximately fivefold overexpression. Therefore we conclude that normal exit from mitosis in *Drosophila* depends critically on both normal localization and normal levels of Mps1.

Apart from Mps1, Bub1, BubR1, and Mad2 play prominent roles in the SAC. Similar to Mps1, these proteins also accumulate on kinetochores during prometaphase and decrease again after chromosome attachment to the spindle before anaphase onset also in *Drosophila* ([@B2]; [@B55]; [@B5]). To evaluate whether localization and levels of these proteins are equally critical as in the case of Mps1, we performed analogous experiments. However, expression of *E-Bub1* and *E-BubR1*, as well as an *E-BubR1* version fused to the constitutive Cenp-C^C^ localization domain, did not perturb progression through mitosis in *Drosophila* embryos (Supplemental Figure S5). In addition, *E-mad2* overexpression did not cause mitotic abnormalities (Supplemental Figure S5).

The mitotic defects observed after enforcing persistent Mps1 maintenance at the kinetochore by *EC-Mps1* expression in *Drosophila* embryos are different from those caused by Mis12-Mps1 in human cells, possibly because of localization differences. The positions of the Cenp-C^C^ domain and of Mis12 within the kinetochore have been determined accurately along the spindle axis by superresolution ([@B78]), and Mps1 has been localized at the ultrastructural level ([@B17]). Accordingly, Mps1 is normally located within the outer corona, whereas Mis12 is further inward and Cenp-C^C^ even more so. In an attempt to enforce Mps1 persistence at a kinetochore location that is as close as possible to normal, we performed experiments with an E-Mps1-Nuf2 fusion, which is predicted to localize Mps1 at the base of the outer corona ([@B15]; [@B78]). E-Mps1-Nuf2 expression resulted in metaphase delays. However, this observation cannot be viewed as support for the notion that Mps1 disappearance from the kinetochore is required for SAC silencing because most of the overexpressed E-Mps1-Nuf2 protein did not appear to be localized at the kinetochore, and overall this fusion protein was not more effective in causing metaphase delays than E-Mps1 (Supplemental Figure S6). Similarly, an experiment to address the effect of Mps1 dimerization after ectopic targeting to the cell membrane (Tor-E-Mps1 and Tor^4021^-E-Mps1) remained inconclusive because of technical complications (Supplemental Figure S6).

Excess Mps1 inhibits sister chromatid separation independent of the SAC
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the metaphase delay resulting from excess Mps1 in further detail, we performed time-lapse in vivo imaging with embryos expressing fluorescent proteins for visualization of chromosomes, kinetochores, and spindles (combinations of histone H2Av--monomeric red fluorescent protein \[mRFP\] and Cenp-A/Cid-EGFP or Tomato-Cenp-C and Jupiter-GFP; [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These experiments confirmed that excess Mps1 delayed mitotic progression in metaphase. Although chromosome condensation and congression into the metaphase plate appeared to proceed with the same speed as in control embryos, metaphase was ∼10 times longer after *Mps1* overexpression. Thereafter, completion of mitosis occurred with similar kinetics as in controls ([Figure 5, A and D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![SAC effects on mitosis in presence of excess Mps1. (A) The dynamics of progression through mitosis 14 was analyzed by time-lapse in vivo imaging of embryos without (wt, white bars) or with UAS/GAL4-mediated *Mps1* overexpression (*Mps1* OE, black bars). Because embryos also expressed histone H2Av-mRFP and the centromere protein Cenp-A/Cid-EGFP, the duration from prophase onset until metaphase-to-anaphase transition (start--M/A), as well as from metaphase-to-anaphase transition until telophase end (M/A-- end), could be determined. Bars indicate average duration (±SD) obtained from \>50 mitotic cells from at least six different embryos. (B, C) The width of metaphase plates (B) and separation of sister kinetochores (C) was determined after in vivo imaging of mitosis 14 in embryos expressing the centromere protein Tomato-Cenp-C and the spindle-associated protein Jupiter-GFP (see also D and E). Moreover, embryos were either *mad2^+^* (+) or *mad2^−^* (--) and did (+) or did not (--) overexpress *Mps1* (*Mps1* OE). Box plots display values determined 2 min after nuclear envelope breakdown. The *t* tests failed to reveal significant differences between the different genotypes. (D, E) Entry into mitosis 14 until metaphase (top) and exit from mitosis 14 (bottom) was analyzed by in vivo imaging of embryos with the same genotypes as in B and C. Comparison of *mad2^+^* embryos (D) either without (*wt*) or with *Mps1* overexpression (*Mps1* OE) indicated that excess Mps1 resulted in a substantial metaphase delay, eventually followed by almost normal sister chromatid segregation during anaphase. In contrast, comparison of *mad2^−^* embryos (E) either without (*wt*) or with *Mps1* overexpression (*Mps1* OE) revealed that the metaphase delay induced by excess Mps1 depends on SAC function. Moreover, sister chromatid segregation was almost completely inhibited during exit from mitosis in *mad2^−^* embryos with excess Mps1. Maximum projections of selected stacks at the indicated times are shown from representative cells with spindle poles indicated by open and kinetochores by closed arrowheads. Bars correspond to 5 μm. (F, G) The speed of poleward sister kinetochore segregation during anaphase (F) and their final separation at the end of mitosis (G) in embryos with the same genotypes as in B--E were quantified. Bars represent average (±SD) from 12 mitotic cells from at least three embryos. Brackets indicate statistically significant differences (*t* test) with \*\*\*p \< 0.001.](2275fig5){#F5}

Yeast and human Mps1 are known to destabilize erroneous kinetochore attachments to spindle microtubules ([@B45]; [@B62]; [@B43]; [@B91]; [@B35]; [@B57]; [@B74]; [@B83]). In *Drosophila*, accordingly, the delay of the metaphase-to-anaphase transition might be caused by excess Mps1 via a primary effect on kinetochore attachment and consequent secondary SAC activation. To evaluate this possibility, we analyzed metaphase plate formation. A general impairment of kinetochore attachment as a result of excess Mps1 is expected to result in a widening of the metaphase plate. Therefore we compared the width of metaphase plates in *Mps1*-overexpressing and control embryos 2 min after nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD), that is, at a time point that is ∼30 s before anaphase onset in control embryos. Metaphase plates are expected to be widened if some or all chromosomes fail to congress into the metaphase plate ([@B66]). However, we failed to observe a significant difference ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we also measured the separation between sister kinetochores, which is known to respond to physical tension resulting from biorientation. In *Drosophila* embryos, the separation between sister kinetochores in chromosomes with normal bipolar attachment is ∼1.6-fold higher than with unattached chromosomes ([@B34]; [@B69]). However, we were unable to detect a significant difference in the average sister kinetochore distance when comparing *Mps1*-overexpressing and control embryos 2 min after NEBD ([Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

On the basis of our analysis of metaphase plate width and sister kinetochore separation, it did not appear that excess Mps1 caused the observed mitotic delay via destabilization of kinetochore attachments. Therefore we considered the possibility that excess Mps1 might activate the SAC directly without affecting primarily spindle dynamics and/or kinetochore attachment. Accordingly, blocking SAC function downstream of Mps1 is expected to restore a largely normal progression through mitosis in *Mps1*-overexpressing embryos because the SAC is known to be dispensable for mitosis in *Drosophila* ([@B4]). Therefore we compared progression through mitosis in *mad2*-null mutants (*mad2^P^*) ([@B4]) in the presence and absence of *Mps1* overexpression ([Figure 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In *mad2* mutants, excess Mps1 no longer resulted in a metaphase delay. We conclude, therefore, that the pause in metaphase caused by *Mps1* overexpression in the presence of *mad2^+^* function depends on SAC activity.

Although mitosis was no longer delayed after *Mps1* overexpression in *mad2-*mutant embryos, the completion of mitosis was surprisingly abnormal. Chromosome movement during anaphase was almost completely abolished ([Figure 5, E--G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Scoring of the metaphase-to-anaphase transition was therefore based on spindle appearance, which displayed a sudden although limited extension. In contrast, without excess Mps1, anaphases were mostly normal in *mad2-*mutant embryos ([Figure 5, F and G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

The severe failure of chromosome segregation during anaphase resulting from *Mps1* overexpression in *mad2-*mutant embryos prompted us to measure metaphase plate width and sister kinetochore separation also in these embryos. These measurements were performed 2 min after NEBD as previously in the *mad2^+^* background. We did not detect statistically significant differences, indicating that also in the *mad2-*mutant background *Mps1* overexpression did not interfere with chromosome alignment into the metaphase plate. The failure of chromosome segregation during anaphase in *mad2-*mutant embryos with excess Mps1 therefore is very unlikely to reflect a lack of stable bipolar sister kinetochore attachment.

Like Mps1, BubR1 is also present at maximal levels at unattached kinetochores in prometaphase and strongly diminished in metaphase ([@B89]). Moreover, it was proposed that BubR1 levels at kinetochores are inversely correlated with physical tension ([@B82]; [@B55]). Therefore we analyzed the behavior of BubR1-GFP after *Mps1* overexpression in *mad2^+^* and *mad2^−^* embryos ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The rapid initial accumulation of BubR1-GFP on kinetochores after entry into mitosis reached peak levels in prometaphase and was not affected by *Mps1* overexpression ([Figure 6, A, C, and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, *Mps1* overexpression did also not affect the initial phase of the subsequent disappearance of BubR1-GFP from kinetochores during metaphase in both *mad2^+^* and *mad2^−^* embryos ([Figure 6, B--D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, the late phase of BubR1-GFP disappearance from kinetochores was slowed down by *Mps1* overexpression ([Figure 6, B--D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), in particular from one or two exceptional kinetochores within a given metaphase cell ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). At the time of the metaphase-to-anaphase transition BubR1-GFP signals were no longer detectable on kinetochores. These observations suggest that *Mps1* overexpression might result in transient detachment of one or two occasional kinetochores, causing SAC activation and metaphase delay in *mad2^+^* embryos. However, the observed BubR1-GFP behavior argues strongly against the interpretation that the severe anaphase defects caused by *Mps1* overexpression in *mad2^−^* embryos reflect a global inability to form stable kinetochore attachments. The large majority of chromosomes appear to undergo normal attachment and biorientation also after *Mps1* overexpression.

![BubR1 kinetochore localization during mitosis in presence of excess Mps1. (A--C) Embryos with GFP-BubR1 and histone H2Av-mRFP either without (*wt*) or with UAS/GAL4-mediated *Mps1* overexpression (*Mps1* OE) were analyzed by time-lapse in vivo imaging. Maximum projections of selected stacks at the indicated times are shown from representative cells during (A) entry into mitosis and (B) exit from mitosis. Arrow indicates a single kinetochore retaining GFP-BubR1 during the metaphase delay induced by excess Mps1. Bar, 5 μm. (C) GFP-BubR1 signals on kinetochores were quantified over time, and curves were aligned at their peak and averaged (±SD). Although accumulation and subsequent initial disappearance of BubR1 from kinetochores was not affected by excess Mps1, this overexpression led to a slowdown of the late phase of BubR1 disappearance, presumably due to the one or two GFP-BubR1--retaining kinetochores characteristically observed during the metaphase delay caused by excess Mps1. (D) GFP-BubR1 signals on kinetochores were also analyzed in *mad2*-mutant embryos either without (*wt*) or with UAS/GAL4-mediated *Mps1* overexpression (*Mps1* OE). As in *mad2^+^* embryos (A--C), excess Mps1 did not affect accumulation and subsequent initial disappearance of BubR1 from kinetochores.](2275fig6){#F6}

To determine whether *Mps1* overexpression also abolished chromosome segregation during anaphase when SAC function was impaired by mutations other than *mad2^P^*, we performed analogous experiments in *bubR1^KEN^* mutants. These mutants are also characterized by a complete loss of SAC function ([@B73]). *Mps1* overexpression in these mutants was found to cause the same anaphase defects as in *mad2* mutants (unpublished data).

If not insufficient kinetochore attachment, what else might cause the severe chromosome segregation defects during anaphase in the presence of excess Mps1 in SAC-deficient embryos? It is intriguing that *Mps1* overexpression affected anaphase far less drastically in *mad2^+^* than in *mad2^−^* embryos. In *mad2^+^* embryos, *Mps1*-overexpressing cells eventually entered anaphase and completed mitosis. Sister chromatids were far more effectively transported poleward than in *Mps1*-overexpressing *mad2-*mutant embryos. Nevertheless, the speed and extent of chromosome separation were not entirely normal in comparison to control embryos without *Mps1* overexpression ([Figure 5, F and G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Anaphase quality, as well as overall survival of embryos, was dependent not only on *mad2* function, but also to some extent on the particular combination of fluorescent marker proteins (Supplemental Figure S7). The different marker proteins (histone H2Av-mRFP, Cenp-A/Cid-EGFP, Tomato-Cenp-C, and Jupiter-GFP) might well have weak SAC-activating effects to variable degrees. All our observations were therefore consistent with the interpretation that SAC-dependent pausing in metaphase counteracts the negative effects of excess Mps1 on chromosome segregation during anaphase. Accordingly, we hypothesized that cohesion fatigue during metaphase extensions might oppose a SAC-independent Mps1 effect on sister chromatid resolution. Cohesion fatigue has been described recently in human cells, where spindle forces can, with time, rupture normal sister chromatid cohesion during extended metaphase arrest ([@B13]; [@B84]). The efficiency of sister chromatid resolution might not be sufficient to allow poleward chromatid segregation after cohesion stabilization by excess Mps1, when anaphase is initiated early, as in *mad2*-mutant embryos ([Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). However, after delayed anaphase onset, as in *mad2^+^* embryos, sister chromatid resolution might be efficient enough to allow some segregation because cohesion fatigue might have canceled out the stabilizing effect of excess Mps1 on sister chromatid cohesion ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![SAC-independent inhibition of sister chromatid separation by excess Mps1. (A, B) The UAS/GAL4 system was used for *Mps1* overexpression in *mad2*-mutant embryos before mitosis 14. These embryos also expressed histone H2Av-mRFP and Cid-EGFP, allowing in vivo imaging of progression through mitosis 14. Moreover, instead of the wild-type cohesin subunit Rad21, these embryos expressed a Rad21 version with inserted internal TEV protease cleavage sites. In the presence of a *UAS-TEV* transgene, therefore, separase-independent cleavage of Rad21 occurred, resulting in elimination of sister chromatid cohesion ([@B71]). (A) Maximum projections of selected stacks at the indicated times from representative cells of embryos without (--TEV) or with *UAS-TEV* (+TEV) reveal that TEV expression restores an essentially normal poleward sister chromatid segregation during anaphase in the presence of excess Mps1. Bar, 5 μm. (B) Quantification of the velocity of poleward sister chromatid segregation during anaphase in *mad2^P^ His2Av-mRFP Cid-EGFP* embryos with maternally derived Gal4 and variable aspects of the genotype (*UAS-Mps1*, *UAS-TEV*, *rad21^TEV^*) indicated below the bars. Seventeen mitotic cells from at least four embryos were analyzed for each genotype. Brackets indicate statistically significant differences (*t* test) with \*\*\*p \< 0.001. (C--F) Schematic summary of progression from metaphase (yellow) into anaphase (orange) in embryos with wild-type (C) or excess levels of Mps1 (D--F). In SAC-competent *mad2^+^* embryos (D), excess Mps1 results in metaphase extension, followed by an almost normal sister chromatid separation during anaphase, presumably because cohesion fatigue during the SAC-dependent metaphase arrest largely counteracts an inhibition of sister chromatid separation by excess Mps1. Without the extended metaphase delay, as in the SAC-deficient *mad2* mutant embryos (E), an essentially complete block of sister chromatid segregation occurs during anaphase, presumably because the SAC-independent inhibition of sister chromatid separation by excess Mps1 is no longer counteracted by cohesion fatigue. However, as predicted by our interpretation, TEV-mediated elimination of cohesion restores an essentially normal sister chromatid segregation in *mad2*-mutant embryos with excess Mps1 (F).](2275fig7){#F7}

Our hypothesis that excess Mps1 might lead to stabilization of sister chromatid cohesion in a SAC-independent manner predicts that a more effective removal of sister chromatid cohesion should restore efficient poleward chromatid segregation during anaphase in *mad2-*mutant embryos with excess Mps1 ([Figure 7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). To achieve a more effective resolution of sister chromatid cohesion, we performed experiments in embryos that had a cohesin variant with tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage sites within the Rad21 subunit. This cohesin variant can therefore be opened by TEV protease expression ([@B71]). Indeed, TEV protease expression restored chromosome segregation to spindle poles very effectively in *mad2-*mutant embryos with excess Mps1 ([Figure 7, A and B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in the absence of TEV expression, the *mad2-*mutant embryos with excess Mps1 and TEV-cleavable cohesin displayed the same severe anaphase defects as observed with wild-type cohesin in *mad2-*mutant embryos with excess Mps1 ([Figure 7, A and B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These results demonstrate that the failure of chromosome segregation during anaphase resulting from excess Mps1 is caused by inefficient resolution of sister chromatid cohesion and not by insufficient kinetochore attachment. After TEV-mediated cohesion removal, kinetochore attachments are clearly good enough for efficient poleward segregation of sister chromatids in *mad2-*mutant embryos with excess Mps1.

DISCUSSION
==========

Our characterization of *Drosophila* Mps1 revealed a number of novel aspects. Protein kinase activity is not required for Mps1--Mps1 interactions according to our findings with Mps1^kd^. However, kinase activity seems to be required for Mps1 kinetochore localization in *Drosophila*. Moreover, accurate control of its level and localization is essential for successful mitosis. Both mistargeting and modest overexpression prevent successful mitosis. It is striking that, in addition to inappropriate maintenance of SAC activity, excess Mps1 stabilizes sister chromatid cohesion also in a SAC-independent manner.

In the case of human Mps1, [@B35] demonstrated coimmunoprecipitation of GFP-Mps1 with myc-Mps1. Moreover, coimmunoprecipitation was also observed when both variants carried the D664A mutation, which eliminates kinase activity. Given that these kinase-dead variants were expressed in cells with endogenous wild-type Mps1, it is not entirely excluded that endogenous Mps1 activity might have provided an indispensable contribution for the observed coimmunoprecipitation of the kinase-dead combination. In our experiments, the kinase-dead combination was expressed in larvae, where the great majority of cells are postmitotic and no longer expresses Mps1. Nevertheless, it can still be argued that also in these experiments coimmunoprecipitation would not have occurred in the absence of the minute amounts of residual wild-type Mps1. It is of interest, however, that the kinase-dead combination coimmunoprecipitated in human cells no longer displayed the electrophoretic mobility shifts observed when at least one of the two coimmunoprecipitated versions had a wild-type kinase domain ([@B35]). The results from human cells and *Drosophila* therefore argue very strongly that the Mps1--Mps1 interaction does not depend on Mps1 kinase activity. In this regard human and *Drosophila* Mps1 appear to be identical.

In other respects, human and *Drosophila* Mps1 display some surprisingly different behaviors. The N-terminal regulatory region of human ([@B54]; [@B85]; [@B99]) but not of *Drosophila* Mps1 is sufficient for kinetochore localization. According to [@B99], this localization domain, as well as kinase-dead Mps1, is unable to localize to the kinetochore after endogenous Mps1 depletion in human cells. However, several publications reported an opposite result, that is, a more efficient kinetochore localization of human Mps1^kd^ after depletion of endogenous Mps1 ([@B91]; [@B35]; [@B44]). Moreover, *Xenopus* Mps1^kd^ still localizes to the kinetochore after immunodepletion of endogenous Mps1 in egg extracts ([@B1]). In addition, several different pharmacological inhibitors of human Mps1 kinase activity have been shown to induce higher levels of Mps1 accumulation at kinetochores ([@B35]; [@B44]; [@B57]; [@B74]). Thus the majority of studies in vertebrates report kinetochore localization in the absence of Mps1 kinase activity, in contrast to our observations with *Drosophila* Mps1^kd^.

Although we analyzed a kinase-dead mutation that is identical to the one used in vertebrates, we cannot exclude that this same mutation has different structural consequences in the context of the *Drosophila* protein. Observations with a human Mps1 variant carrying a peroxisome-targeting signal indicated that kinase activation might be linked to substantial conformational changes ([@B44]). The Mps1 variant with the peroxisome-targeting signal was only localized to the peroxisome when it also contained the kinase-dead mutation or when kinase inhibitor was applied. The conformation of active Mps1 kinase therefore appears to be incompatible with a productive interaction between an engineered C-terminal peroxisome-targeting signal and the peroxisome translocation machinery ([@B44]). It seems likely, therefore, that complex conformational changes with decisive effects on localization and activity are involved in Mps1 regulation. In that context, we point out that *Drosophila* Mps1^kd^ is fully capable of interacting with itself in-*trans*, as well as with Mad1, suggesting that its conformation is unlikely to be completely abnormal. Apart from hypothetical differences in conformational behavior, the discordant results concerning dependence of kinetochore localization on Mps1 kinase activity might perhaps also reflect different assay conditions. Nocodazole and MG132 were applied in all the experiments in which increased kinetochore localization of Mps1^kd^ or pharmacologically inhibited Mps1 was observed but not in those in which kinetochore localization was absent ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B99]).

Another difference between human and *Drosophila* Mps1 concerns the consequences of overexpression. As in yeast ([@B33]), modest overexpression of *Drosophila Mps1* (approximately fivefold) is sufficient for SAC hyperactivation and consequent extension of metaphase by more than 10-fold, whereas comparable overexpression in human cells does not have an effect on mitosis ([@B86]; [@B46]; [@B44]). Excess Mps1 in *Drosophila* appears to hyperactivate the SAC directly rather than indirectly via destabilization of kinetochore attachments ([Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We point out that persistent kinetochore targeting of human Mps1 via fusion to Mis12 also does not destabilize kinetochore attachments ([@B44]), even though it has been demonstrated that human Mps1 can promote transformation of syntelic into amphitelic attachments ([@B43]; [@B35]; [@B74]; [@B83]), similar to yeast Mps1 ([@B62]).

Experiments in human cells and fission yeast with Mps1 variants (Mis12--Mps1 and Ndc80--Mph1, respectively) that persist at the kinetochore throughout mitosis ([@B44]; [@B40]) provided strong arguments that the release of Mps1 from kinetochores that occurs during metaphase of unperturbed mitoses is essential for mitotic checkpoint silencing and the transition from metaphase to anaphase. Our experiments in *Drosophila* with similar Mps1 variants (Cenp-C^C^-Mps1 and Nuf2-Mps1) that also persist at the kinetochore failed to confirm this notion. Our negative evidence might reflect technical difficulties. The fact that the SAC is readily hyperactivated by wild-type *Mps1* overexpression in *Drosophila* (but not in human cells) clearly complicated our experiments. The amount and activity of Mps1 that was persistently localized at the kinetochore might have been insufficient. Given that EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1 resulted in a failure of sister chromatid segregation during anaphase, our results agree with the findings concerning human Mis12--Mps1 to the extent that both demonstrate the importance of normal Mps1 subcellular localization dynamics.

Failure of sister chromatid segregation during anaphase was not only caused by EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1 but also by overexpression of wild-type *Mps1* in the absence of Mad2. Because sister chromatid segregation was fully restored when cohesion was experimentally removed by TEV expression, we conclude that excess Mps1 inhibits sister chromatid separation. The final separation of sister chromatids immediately before the onset of anaphase is brought about by separase-mediated cleavage of the Rad21 subunit of the cohesion complex ([@B92]). However, a large fraction of cohesin is released from chromosomes already during prophase and prometaphase in response to Polo and Aurora B kinase activity ([@B94]). It remains to be analyzed whether Mps1 interferes with these identified pathways of cohesion removal. Our preliminary analyses failed to detect an unusual behavior of Rad21, separase, and Polo. With regard to the inhibitory effect of Mps1 on sister chromatid separation, it also remains to be shown that it is of physiological relevance and not entirely dependent on overexpression. We consider it very likely that a SAC-independent inhibition of sister chromatid separation by endogenous Mps1 is of physiological relevance, as it could provide additional protection against premature sister chromatid separation and consequential aneuploidy.

In *Drosophila*, SAC activation can proceed with breathtaking speed. The time from the start of mitosis until anaphase onset is \<3 min during the syncytial cycles of early embryogenesis. Nevertheless, hypoxia, which can be induced very rapidly and causes a relatively subtle effect on microtubule dynamics, triggers a reliable SAC arrest even when generated after mitosis has already started ([@B24]; [@B69]). SAC-mediated mitotic arrest induction, therefore, requires \<3 min in these conditions. In general, rapid and reliable responses to small signals (like a single unattached kinetochore or the slight reduction of microtubule dynamics) involve amplification steps that in turn create a major challenge for timely reversion ([@B10]). We propose that the functional properties of *Drosophila* Mps1 might reflect an evolutionary tuning of SAC speed and efficiency. As a result, even modest overexpression of *Mps1* is already sufficient for SAC activation in *Drosophila*. In addition, the apparent SAC-independent stabilization of sister chromatid cohesion by *Drosophila* Mps1 is likely to provide extra support in the fight against premature sister chromatid separation and consequent aneuploidy. An improved mechanistic understanding of the SAC might also resolve whether the comparatively rapid SAC adaptation in the presence of persistent spindle damage in *Drosophila* reflects design constraints. Moreover, whether Mps1 contributes also in human cells to the control of sister chromatid cohesion in a SAC-independent manner is yet another interesting question for the future.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

*Drosophila* genetics
---------------------

All *Drosophila* strains are described in Supplemental Table S1. Genotypes of animals that were used for the collection of data displayed in the figures are specified in Supplemental Table S2. The null alleles of *Mps1* ([@B67]), *mad1* ([@B20]), *mad2* ([@B4]), and *vtd/rad21* ([@B71]) that were used for our analyses have been described before, as have the *bubR1^KEN^* mutants, which are SAC deficient ([@B73]). A chromosome with *P{neoFRT}82B* and *Mps1^aldB4^*, which allowed for induction of germline clones ([@B8]; [@B24]), was kindly provided by William D. Gilliland (DePaul University, Chicago, IL).

For expression of *UAS* transgenes in embryos during interphase 14 and analysis of phenotypic consequences during the subsequent mitosis 14, we crossed males carrying such transgenes with *mat-GAL4* females. These females produce eggs containing maternally derived Gal4, which results in activation of strong expression from paternally contributed *UAS* transgenes at onset of zygotic expression during interphase 14.

*Hs-GAL4* was used for heat-induced expression of *UAS* transgenes in larvae. For induction of a synchronous progression through embryonic mitosis 14, we used *w\*; stg^7B^, P{w^+^, Hs-stg}/TM3* as described ([@B75]).

For marking chromosomes, centromeres, and spindles for some of the cytological analyses, we used the transgenes *Jupiter-GFP* ([@B63]), *His2Av-mRFP* and *Cid-EGFP* ([@B79]), *mRFP-Cenp-C* ([@B78]), and *Tom-Cenp-C* (this study).

For expression of SAC proteins fused to fluorescent tags, we used *GFP-bubR1* ([@B5]), *mad1-GFP, mCherry-mad1* ([@B20]), and *gEGFP-Mps1* ([@B24]). The *cis*-regulatory regions of the corresponding genes control expression of these transgenes.

Additional transgenic lines (*gEGFP-Mps1^kd^*, *gEGFP-Mps1^N^*, *gEGFP-Mps1^C^*, *UAS-Mps1*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1^kd^*, *UAS-10myc-Mps1*, *UAS-10myc-Mps1^kd^*, *UAS-EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1*, *UAS-EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-Mps1^kd^*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1^N^*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1^C^*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1^Ckd^*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1-Nuf2*, *UAS-EGFP-Mps1^kd^-Nuf2*, *UAS-Torso(EC/TM)-EGFP-Mps1*, *UAS-Torso(EC/TM)^4021^-EGFP-Mps1*, *UAS-EGFP-bub1*, *UAS-EGFP-bubR1*, *UAS-EGFP-bubR1^kd^*, *UAS-EGFP-Cenp-C^C^-bubR1*, *UAS-EGFP-mad2*) were obtained after P element--mediated germline transformation with the constructs described in the Supplemental Material. pUAST constructs were generated for Gal4-mediated expression ([@B3]). pCaSpeR4 ([@B90]) was used for transgene constructs under control of the corresponding normal *cis*-regulatory region. *Mps1^kd^* codes for the D478A mutation. This mutation abolishes kinase activity ([@B52]). *Mps1^N^* and *Mps1^C^* code for amino acids 1--332 (N-terminal regulatory region) and 325--630 (C-terminal kinase domain), respectively. The C-terminal domain of Cenp-C (Cenp-C^C^), which was used to enforce constitutive kinetochore localization of SAC proteins, comprises the amino acids 1009--1411 of the Cenp-C protein. This domain is sufficient for kinetochore localization ([@B34]).

For the experiments involving experimental elimination of sister chromatid cohesion before mitosis 14 by TEV expression in *mad2* mutants with excess Mps1, we collected embryos (+TEV, +Rad21^TEV^, +Mps1 OE) from a cross of *2xrad21^TEV^/mat-GAL4, His2Av-mRFP, Cid-EGFP; rad21^ex3^, mad2^P^* females with *UAS-TEV, UAS-Mps1 II.4; rad21^ex3^, mad2^P^/TM6* males. For the collection of control embryos without TEV expression (--TEV, +Rad21^TEV^, +Mps1 OE), the same females were crossed with *UAS-Mps1 II.4; rad21^ex3^, mad2^P^/TM6* males. Additional control embryos (+TEV, --Rad21^TEV^, +Mps1 OE) were collected from a cross of *mat-GAL4, His2Av-mRFP, Cid-EGFP/+; rad21^ex3^, mad2^P^* females with *UAS-TEV, UAS-Mps1 II.4; rad21^ex3^; mad2^P^/TM6* males. Finally, a cross of *mat-GAL4, His2Av-mRFP, Cid-EGFP/CyO; mad2^P^* females with *mad2^P^* males was used for the collection of yet other control embryos (--TEV, --Rad21^TEV^, --Mps1 OE). After in vivo imaging, embryos were genotyped individually by PCR to distinguish embryos homozygous for *rad21^ex3^* and *mad2^P^* from embryos carrying the balancer chromosome *TM6*. Before genotyping, embryos were removed manually from the glass slides, and genomic DNA was prepared using 133 μg/ml proteinase K (Fermentas, Glen Burnie, MD) for 30 min at 50°C in 6 μl of GC reaction buffer for Phusion polymerase (Fermentas) supplied with 0.17% Nonidet P40 Substitute and 0.17% Tween-20. The resulting suspension was used as PCR template. The genetic system for experimental elimination of sister chromatid cohesion before mitosis 14 by TEV expression and its application in *mad2^+^* embryos has been described ([@B71]).

Meiotic recombination was used for the construction of chromosomes with multiple mutations or transgenes. Particular chromosomes were combined by standard crossing schemes to arrive at the stocks used in the experiments (see the Supplemental Material). Because all transgenes were established in a *white* mutant background, we used *w^1^* flies as wild-type control stock unless otherwise specified.

Microscopy
----------

Embryos were collected on apple juice agar plates and aged to the desired stage. In vivo imaging, fixation, and immunolabeling of *Drosophila* embryos were done essentially as described ([@B70]). For in vivo imaging, embryos were dechorionated, immobilized on glass slides, and covered with halocarbon oil. Before fixation, embryos were first dechorionated for 2 min in 7% NaOCl. Embryos were fixed during 1 min with a 1:1 mixture of heptane and methanol. A modified fixation procedure was applied in case of anti-tubulin labeling ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), which involved preincubation of the dechorionated embryos in 0.73 μM Taxol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) during 2 min in a 2:1 mixture of heptane and 100 mM 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic acid, pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA, and 20 mM MgSO~4~ (PEM) before fixation. Subsequently embryos were fixed during 20 min in a 1:1 mixture of heptane and 4% formaldehyde in PEM. The vitelline membrane was removed by shaking for 1 min in a 1:1 mixture of heptane and 90% methanol/50 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid. For immunofluorescence staining, we used rabbit anti-BubR1 (kindly provided by C. Sunkel, Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal) at 1:2000 and mouse monoclonal antibody DM1A anti--α-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:8000. DNA was stained with Hoechst 33258 at 1 μg/ml in phosphate-buffered saline. Embryos were mounted in 70% glycerol, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 5 mM *p*-phenylenediamine, and 50 mM *n*-propylgallate.

Images were acquired with a Zeiss CellObserver HS system (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). For in vivo imaging, we used a 470-nm (GFP) and a 555-nm (mRFP/Tomato) light-emitting diode (LED) as fast-switchable light sources. The 555-nm LED was used in combination with a 550/32 bandpass filter (BrightLine HC; Semrock, Rochester, NY). Emitted signals were detected with a dual bandpass filter (Zeiss 56HE without excitation filter). A 63×/1.4 oil immersion objective was used. Number and spacing of focal planes per time point, as well as time intervals and total duration of the in vivo imaging, were adjusted according to experimental needs.

Single images and movies were processed and evaluated using AxioVision (Zeiss) for region of interest selection, Huygens Remote Manager, version 1.2.3 ([@B72]), for deconvolution, Imaris (Bitplane Scientific Software, Zurich, Switzerland) and ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) for measurement of metaphase plate width, sister kinetochore separation, kinetochore velocity, dynamics of progression through mitosis, and kinetochore signal intensities, and Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, CA) for still-frame processing. Fluorescence intensities of kinetochore signals were measured by integrating pixel intensities within a square encompassing all of the kinetochore signals of a given cell, followed by subtraction of local background values as described previously ([@B36]; [@B77]). For width of a metaphase plate, we measured the shortest distance between two parallel lines that were perpendicular to the mitotic spindle and had all of the kinetochore signals in between. The intersister kinetochore distance during early mitosis and the kinetochore segregation distance during exit from mitosis were measured using the distance measurement tool in the Imaris software. The kinetochore segregation velocity was measured by subtracting the interkinetochore distance determined 50 s after anaphase onset from the interkinetochore distance determined at anaphase onset, followed by division of the resulting distance by 50 s.

Extract preparations and immunoprecipitation
--------------------------------------------

Extracts from *Drosophila* embryos for immunoprecipitation were prepared as described ([@B41]). Extracts from larvae were prepared analogously using one larva as the equivalent of 50 embryos. For induction of *Hs-GAL4*--mediated *UAS* transgene expression before extract preparation, bottles with larvae were incubated for 2 h in a 37°C water bath, followed by 1 h of recovery at 25°C. Protein extracts from transiently transfected S2R^+^ cells were prepared as described ([@B27]). For transient transfection, 300,000 cells were seeded in a T25 flask and cotransfected 24 h later with a combination of *pCaSpeR4-Actin5c-GAL4* and appropriate *pUAST* plasmids using FuGENE HD transfection reagent (Roche, Indianapolis, IN). Extracts were prepared 2 d after transfection. All buffers used for extract preparation were supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (P8340; Sigma-Aldrich). For phosphatase treatment, 50 μl of protein extract was incubated for 30 min at 30°C with 1600 U of λ-phosphatase (NEB). We used 50 mM NaF and 10 mM Na~3~VO~4~ (activated as described; [@B30]) as phosphatase inhibitors. Immunoprecipitation was performed using GFP-Trap coupled to agarose beads (ChromoTek, Martinsried, Germany) or mouse monoclonal antibody 9E10 anti--c-myc ([@B22]) in combination with protein A--Sepharose beads.

Immunoblotting
--------------

Total extracts from *Drosophila* embryos for direct analysis by immunoblotting were prepared by homogenizing the embryos in SDS--PAGE sample buffer. For the preparation of extracts from embryos at defined mitotic stages, we collected eggs from *w\*; stg^7B^, P{w^+^, Hs-stg}/TM3* flies for 1 h, followed by aging at 25°C for 3 h. *Hs-stg* expression was induced by 15 min of incubation at 37°C. Aliquots of embryos were fixed with methanol either immediately or after recovery at 25°C for 10 and 20 min, respectively. Alternatively, syncytial embryos were collected for 1 h and aged for an additional hour at 25°C, followed by fixation in methanol. After DNA staining with Hoechst 33258, embryos were suspended in a 1:1 mixture of glycerol and EB buffer ([@B19]). Embryos in distinct mitotic stages were identified using an inverted fluorescence microscope and pooled before solubilization in SDS--PAGE sample buffer. Discontinuous PAGE was performed according to standard protocols. To increase electrophoretic mobility shifts caused by phosphorylations, Phostag (Wako Chemicals USA, Richmond, VA) was added.

Immunoblots were probed with affinity-purified rabbit antibodies against Mps1 (Rb1) ([@B69]) diluted 1:5000, against Mad2 (IS793; a kind gift from D. Sharp, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, NY) diluted 1:1500, against GFP (IS28; [@B78]) diluted 1:3000, against GFP (Torrey Pines Biolabs, Secaucus, NJ) diluted 1:5000, and against mRFP (IS743) diluted 1:3000. These antibodies against mRFP also react with mCherry and are therefore designated as anti-mCherry in the *Results* section. Moreover, we also used mouse monoclonal antibody 9E10 against c-myc diluted 1:15, DM1A against α-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted 1:50,000, F2 against cyclin B ([@B49]) diluted 1:3, and ADL67.10 ([@B87]) against lamin diluted 1:200. ADL67.10 was obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (Department of Biology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA). Signals were detected by the ECL system (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). For quantification of proteins by immunoblotting, a dilution series of a reference extract was loaded onto the same gel as the test samples. Nonsaturated exposures, in which the signals obtained for the dilution series were linearly correlated with the loaded amounts, were used for the quantification of the signals in test samples with intensities within the range of those of the dilution series. ImageJ was used for the determination of background-corrected signal intensities.
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EGFP

:   enhanced green fluorescent protein

Mps1

:   monopolar spindle 1

SAC

:   spindle assembly checkpoint

TEV

:   tobacco etch virus
